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Some neat Down South Hip-Hop/Rap for everyone to get into especially the kids 12 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop 2shae Songs Details: Artists 2SHAE

The sordid south has always been HOT!!! In late years, many rap artists have emerged from this region

and captured the ears and hearts of the worldwide Never before has a unseasoned female rapper

captivated and personalized such an amazing sound....until now! The Impact Management Group Inc.

would like to present 2SHAE. A new young female rapper, from Florida, that is destined to brighten and

raise the standards of Hip Hop. The songs on the CD showcase the musical styling of 2SHAE, 13 years

old. It also displays the solid elements of her production team; a team that by no means is lacking in

talent. The production team consists of a crew of fresh up and coming producers. Together they are

changing the face and trend of music for the new millenium. 2SHAE was discovered and molded by

I.M.G. Inc. Director Lillie Quinn. What followed were numerous days of hard work, patience, practice, and

improvement on her vocal skills; both in the studio as well as on the stage. She has performed live at

XL106.7's Red Hot and Boom 2003, opened for Bow Wow on the Unleashed Tour stop in Orlando, Fl,

performed at the Boys and Girls clubs throughout central Florida, and other various events with rave

reviews. 2SHAE is vocally solid. She is full of the versatility of a seasoned rapper, yet has the freshness

of the new music sound of today. What's more important: this young lady is here to stay! 2-Shae is

currently in the studio with Colby O'Donis singing the Title song for NATIONAL LAMPOONS Major Motion

Picture "BOUNCERS" Produced and written by FULL FORCE.
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